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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 14 Apr 2013 13.00
Duration of Visit: 60
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

As usual. The establishment is well-appointed. A slight down-turn to the quality of girls recently
working, but gladly enough, this lady met all of my expectations. My only quibble about the place is
that they need to sort out their showers – each one I have been in, the temperatures are variable
and obtaining a consistent comfortable warmth is relatively impossible.

The Lady:

Victoria was a buxom Polish lady about 30 years old. Although she sported an enhanced bust, one
could hardly tell and this was certainly one of her major assets. Her OWO technique was also
excellent and kissing was not an issue for her, however prolonged. An affable, good-natured girl,
who proved professional and sensual in every respect.

The Story:

Having experienced a sub-standard service recently at this establishment, I contemplated a slight
approach, to evaluate the services if more money was proffered. Therefore, I opted for the 1-hour
GFE service, which came to 130, a standard enough price that one would pay in the capital. I find it
a bit pricy for what it is, but it certainly demonstrated to me that venturing more money appears to
guarantee a better range of services.
This girl was hyped up highly by the receptionist and she seemed to be popular enough. I took the
plunge and was pleasantly surprised by the encounter.
Refreshingly, this girl did not appear to be a clock-watcher and was willing to indulge in any request.
More than once was not an issue and a shared-shower was also apparently appreciated. She
didn’t quite see the funny-side of things when I attempted to dunk her under the cold water, but the
mutual washing and body-to-body bathing was an added, and thoroughly appreciated bonus.
Naturally, the inconstant temperature spoiled things once it became too hot for Victoria and she
dived out declaring it too hot, which it was, to be fair.
Everything was available, except for A, but what was performed was done with an agility,
wholesome lack of abandon, and without any pretentiousness at all. No rush, no pushing away, no
quick-fire service, no extracting herself early and a mutual self-satisfying time was had by both.
This girl certainly requires high recommendations. I applaud all of her services, her energy and her
excellent physical appearance.
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My only qualm was that she became a bit too open about her personal life, informing me of issues
and circumstances in her personal life. Although I don’t’ mind being quizzed about myself, I would
prefer not to know anything specific about the girl, as it could easily shatter any elusion. Some may
like this, but I lean towards the neutrality as much as possible and without some significant
instigation on my part, Victoria may have been happy to chat for some time!
Let this not be a negative though, as she is much worthy of visiting and I give her my full
endorsement.
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